XVI
The Funeral
Now let us take a look at how things should have proceeded in the theoretical
context of the project.
Let us assume that the Pharaoh is dead and that all the controls within the pyramid
confirm that everything is good as expected. The Subterranean Chamber will
therefore be abandoned because unnecessary.
The funeral will be celebrated with pomp in the presence of the people, and the
body of the pharaoh coming from the river in a large boat, will be placed in its
sarcophagus (without cover: all must be able to see it) and will be taken inside the
pyramid.
Reaching the point where the two corridors intersect, there are two blocks on the
sides shaped in order to enable the change in orientation of the sarcophagus,
preparing it to climb upward within the Ascending Corridor (you could show the
most valid objections about the consistency of measurements at this point but,
please, keep faith and wait). The sarcophagus will be hooked from behind by a
towing block (I am going to describe it) and begin its ascent dragged by the men
settled into the central groove of the Grand Gallery, which at this time is absolutely
free from any obstruction.
To allow the sarcophagus (or perhaps the statue) to perform the necessary rotation,
the block at the ceiling of the intersection point was rounded off with a bit of rough
chiseling.
Somewhere at the beginning, I mentioned two good reasons not to fix immediately
the granite blocks in the Grand Gallery: the first reason is due to the late
settlements, requiring late adjustment to have the device working properly. The
second one we're dealing with now: the Pharaoh and his sarcophagus must reach
the big granite chamber, because all the people have to believe this shall be the
dwelling place for the eternal sleep of the God-King.
That was a deception, but only very few were aware of the true secret procedure.
In any case, the central groove in the Grand Gallery must be free, ready for the big
day.
At least in this case, the facts speak for themselves: the sarcophagus made the
journey successfully, and it must not have been a simple undertaking, at least
judging from the evidences.
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When I spoke about the "chiseling" to improve the grip near the niches, I was
talking about this event because it was just the sarcophagus to climb up testing the
towing method.
During its ascent the problems have become evident and yet it was unthinkable to
give up. Furthermore, since none of the three blocks had ascended to the top,
something heavy must be passed in order to justify the chippings along the way!
Other marks of imbedded beams onto the pits at the top landing confirm the transit
of something very heavy over the top step.
To say the sarcophagus reached the Grand Gallery, after an uphill journey through
the Ascending Corridor, requires a complex towing mechanism—yet to be
explained and essential to carry out the task.
The following description applies to the sarcophagus, the statue and especially to
the granite cap blocks, since they were pulled up by the same method.
Wanting to tow uphill a block having the same size as the corridor, we have not
many solutions available. Excluding a priori an improbable pushing action from
behind (the slope is prohibitive and too dangerous for the men below), without any
groove on the monolith sides, just a front pulling remains, with two options: the
first one requires the block must have a front hook protuberance to tight the ropes
and to be removed later; the second one a side space to pass the ropes through.
The best solution for me involves a trench of rectangular section, suitable for a
double towing rope through, dug in the center of the corridor floor.
This double rope from above will pass under the monolith and wrap around a Uturn groove carved into a block behind it.
It is this back stone, which I decided to call "towing-block", that will transmit the
effort from behind.
This towing block is shaped like a large L, the vertical side of which, rests against
the rear edge of the monolith, transferring the strain, while the horizontal side slips
into the floor groove below the block itself, having a small vertical and horizontal
gap, preventing the monolith to rest over it.
The size of this towing block will be just a little smaller of the floor groove which I
assume 1 cubit wide and 1 palm deep, having in its bottom part a U-shaped carved
groove to provide a steady anchor point for the rope and even allowing small slips
to reduce any wearing out of the rope during work.
The double rope passes under the block to emerge on the side where the pulling
crew is. An additional protection is necessary also at the block front edge.
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I simply assumed to place an identical block like the back one. In the photos of my
model (photo H01, H02, H03), it may be noted that the outer edge of these blocks
is suitably rounded, each block so being interchangeable.
Their interchangeability will be very appropriate when a change in pulling
direction should be required on the outer ramps (?...!).
I'd like to leisurely browse through the Cairo Museum where artifacts are
preserved: I am quite sure, knowing what to look for, I might find some very
similar stone.
Everything fine, but there is a question that haunts me: does the corridor involved
actually have this particular "trench," or is it a pure figment of my imagination?
It seems odd that an easy question like this, simple to resolve, has me in such
doubt. But keep in mind that I have never moved from my home while working on
this project, and this kind of research method is unusual at the very least.
Moreover, even if I had to go to Giza, I could not solve the problem since planking
protecting the corridor hides what I want to know. Competent authorities will
hardly be willing to lift it to satisfy the curiosity of a mere amateur.
I enclose a photo taken near the pyramid by my colleague Saraò, alas in an
unknown site, but showing a detail similar to the one described above (photo H04).
There is something like that (also covered by planks) inside the Descending
Corridor, although not throughout the whole downhill section; it appears about
midway between the entrance and its intersection with the Ascending Corridor,
only to disappear immediately after.
This trench has been documented in an old picture where Rutherford is standing in
such a ditch, though quite a deeper one (30-35cm), observing some joint between
the blocks (photo H05).
However, although in existence, a so deep groove in the corridor floor cannot meet
my needs.
Moreover, its presence here is not necessary since it is a downward path: I hope
that will not be necessary to pull the blocks down too!
At most a wooden ram, taking care not to get an excessive speed, can nudge them
from behind. To prevent it, on the downstream side, some experienced workers,
will be ready to stop the block by inserting wooden or copper wedges between the
block and the walls. I imagine that the same technique has been adopted from
behind along the Ascending Corridor too.
Back to the deep groove in the photo: it would be extremely useful to allow a man
to pass through it below a block.
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If a block were to cause problems in this so delicate a position, men could still go
out (using the Service Shaft) by slipping under the block...
Simultaneously this groove still allows the air entering.
Going on with the Ascending Corridor: the special groove in the floor described
before is indispensable. Without it, all my arguments lose much of their
effectiveness. I do not know how to solve the problem of taking large granite
blocks up and then...
As mentioned, a plank covers all the parts but, even if it does not, the many
vicissitudes that have taken place here since the days of Al Mamun, who certainly
had to drag outside of the pyramid large and small blocks of limestone and granite
plus wooden beams (as he reported), would still have done such damage as to leave
only a deformed hollow and nothing more.
It was too bad just a modest depression (although present and described by some
authors) to support my hypothesis. I needed something more credible and then I
got an idea.
Wandering into the Web, I found a site (among many others) with lots of photos
dedicated to the Great Pyramid run by Jon Bodsworth, who I never met, but whom
I exchanged some good e-mails with and important (to me) information.
Well, Jon told me that on February 2007, he would be visiting Cairo and could take
some photos for me...
I obviously took advantage of the opportunity; in particular, I asked him to look
carefully and take pictures of the underside of the third granite block (the higher
one, half broken by sledgehammer and chisel or for different causes). In my
opinion, if some evidence of the original trench has remained, well, it should be
found under that block since, at least there, no one should have been able to
damage it.
I do not know what he must have thought when he found the details I had
anticipated in my e-mail, but at least for me, it was a great satisfaction. Under that
block, there seems to be the detail I was looking for (photo H06).
Moreover, to support my hypothesis, evidence should be found at the Quadrivium
showing two small protrusions at the sides of the corridor floor itself.
I’ve found some drawings of Edgar where at least one of these protuberances is
represented twice. Additionally, the plan of Dormion indicates at this point the
presence of a small "step" (dwg. H07, H08, H09).
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Even in some recent pictures it seems still possible to recognize these two
anomalies, although the years of wear and tear have leveled the surface, almost
making them disappear (photo H10).
I think at this point my towing method is credible, and by it, right after the
sarcophagus, the statue and finally the granite blocks will be transported up.
The issue is rather different about the central groove in the Grand Gallery. Planks
are also placed in this area but descriptions and drawings dating from the
Napoleonic era (photo H11), depicting a whole series of small steps, carved
centrally along the whole Grand Gallery, are available. It's not the groove that I
described earlier and, to be honest, it isn’t necessary to my theory, but interfering
with my assumptions about the reverse towing. However, the small steps are
suitable to get a good foot fixing to the men towing the sarcophagus, the statue,
and the blocks up from the Ascending Corridor.
Keep in mind that during this climb someone had to stay from behind, keeping
close wooden (or copper) wedges against the walls, for an emergency stop in case
of a rope break.
I thought about the suitable size for the small-carved steps. I came up with a good
"standardizable" one, according to measurements observed elsewhere.
There is an interesting photo from the website of my friend Jon Bodsworth
(egyptarchive.co.uk) showing something similar (photo H12).
Two notches (photo H13 and H14), like those of the picture, have been excavated
in the first part (2 c long) at the entrance of the Grand Gallery. So it seems there is
a small step for every cubit rise, but how wide is the “tread” of these steps?
I assumed that should be a cubit wide and a half cubit deep. If we imagine there are
two rows of men inside the groove, side by side, all with one foot on the sloping
part and the other in the carved flat step, it may be possible for them to work in that
position—very, very uncomfortable, but they can.
Returning to the funeral: the sarcophagus will be taken up to the King’s Chamber,
because everyone has to believe this is the final resting place of the pharaoh.
This journey of the sarcophagus did actually take place since the chippings, hastily
made near the niches in the Grand Gallery, witness the great distress it generated
(no time to look for different solutions).
Once the sarcophagus reached the large crypt and all the public formalities were
finished, the body of the Pharaoh will be removed from the sarcophagus and
transported to the right place. (Guess where is it?)
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The sarcophagus will be sealed in a definitive manner by heating the cover where
the wax-covered copper plugs are. The melting wax allows the plugs to slip into
the cylindrical grooves on the top edge of the sarcophagus and they can no longer
be returned to their original position.
Then the granite portcullises will be lowered and sealed like I already described,
the wooden-bridge beams will be removed to clear the passage and then the statue
will make its journey.
In my opinion, the precise moment the statue reached its destination, serious
problems developed in the succession to power. From this moment on, everything
will be done with a disturbing carelessness. I wonder if Hemiunu was still alive...
Inside the Queen’s Chamber the new floor, one cubit high, will not be laid, the
horizontal corridor will be abandoned, and also the Quadrivium will be not be
finished by inserting the suitable stone blocks.
Returning to the theoretical part of the device, however, having the statue installed,
the bridge beams are rapidly rearranged in position, as the large blocks of granite
have to climb to the top of the Grand Gallery.
Even if things proceeded as planned, at this point there would still have been a
problem and its solution is quite complicated (if my assumptions are correct):
when the first block arrives inside the Grand Gallery using the rear-towing method
just described, it has to put quickly in safe condition by installing a rear beam.
Placing this safety lock, however, is only the first step.
It will now be necessary to remove the rear-towing device and replace it with the
one described in the Grand Gallery chapter.
It might seem like a simple thing, but thinking about it I realized that it is not so.
It is essential that under the block there be space to slide off the ropes and this is
impossible having the block resting on the first beam. Indeed, the very presence of
it prevents the rope from passing... and how will the monolith be supported during
this task?
By checking on the plan, it turns out that the lack of any supports, between the
very edge of the Ascending Corridor and the first beam set in place, makes the
transit of the block impossible.
It will be necessary then to have it resting on something, easy to install and easy to
manage.
I realize I am describing only what I would have done, but it works, according to
the measurements...
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Finally it's time to talk about the prismatic niche giving access to the lateral
Service Shaft.
I said this niche has a fixed location (photo G01).
This is the most suitable point for the flow of fresh air coming from below.
Furthermore, if the niche was moved even slightly higher up or lower down, it
would "overlap" the two pits: the tolerances are very small.
Remember that the niche is 68cm wide horizontally and its floor, being 67.5cm
lower (1c + 2p) is not at the same level as that of the Quadrivium.
My idea is to install some blocks of suitable size inside that niche, that could be
extracted and put in place for the block towing (freeing simultaneously the air
path) and then be reinserted when not necessary, but remaining available on the
site.
Six blocks are required of which the first two, having a prismatic shape with two
square faces (side 67.5cm and a thickness of ½c), will fill the bottom of the niche,
side by side putting the floors of the Quadrivium and the niche e at the same level.
The next ones can be slid in or out of the niche easily.
The prismatic blocks will also be essential for sealing the Service Shaft by
providing a base support for the last trapezoidal block, the one hiding everything,
forming the missing part of the side platform (also described by Caviglia, photo
sequence G21...G24).
During towing operations, instead, the two blocks will be placed one above the
other, in the "knife" position, thus allowing the air flow to pass from the sides,
while providing a side rail to the other blocks that could slip out of place into the
niche.
Lastly, let's look at these blocks that physically bear the weight of the monolith
making possible to release the ropes passing under it.
Right away, I submit in advance that this will not be a simple thing: I wrote and
rewrote this part, but it continues to be indigestible. I will therefore make another
attempt: In order to perform the necessary operations will be essential to keep the
blocks supported from the sides while removing the ropes from below.
We will use four blocks, shaped like a trapeze, two tall and two short, each half a
cubit thick, working in pairs and occupying both sides of the Quadrivium (fig.
H15).
Thus two side supports perfectly aligned with the first beam and the two side
protrusions at the end of the Ascending Corridor are created.
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These four blocks should be quickly moved from inside to outside the niche; their
horizontal length will be slightly less than that of the niche (I estimated this length
in 1c + 1.5p = 63.5cm).
The two big trapezoid blocks will fit perfectly inside the niche while the small
ones, turned upside down and placed over the underlying blocks, will fill the niche
cavity forming a step. Placed in position during towing, the sum of their horizontal
lengths is exactly equal to the gap. Absolutely perfect, impossible this is a
coincidence.

Figure 17: Device for Supporting the Blocks
I think this device really existed. Definitely, without the help of the two additional
side supports, none of the blocks could have crossed that gap.
In my wooden model, the device works perfectly and I plan to offer a series of
photos (photo sequence H16...H28).
At the center of the first beam I made a groove to allow the transit of the double
rope. The beam is certainly weakened, but it is a bearable handicap since, during
the stop, the weight of the block rests almost entirely on the side limestone
supports just described.
At the same time, we understand why the distance between the first and the second
beam is greater than the others: in this way the space necessary to remove the ropes
from below is available.
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The presence of this "niche" requires upstream a second beam, more massive than
the others, to allow the block to continue its journey safely when only the first
weak beam supports its back part.
One more thing: while working inside the Queen’s Chamber, the airflow is
necessary, but those blocks are useless. In this case they have to be removed from
the niche and located at the north wall sidewalk after being flipped. Their shape is
suitable for this purpose too. You may say I have too much imagination but no
matter; it is just a small detail and I will not insist. We say that I would have solved
the problem in this way and forget it.
Back to working operations: the ascent of the blocks would have been taken at the
same time of the activities going on in the Queen's Chamber and in the horizontal
corridor. After that, all 25 blocks had to be placed and secured in position by side
wedges, awaiting the bridge removal, the flooring of the Grand Gallery and the
final sealing operations.
Well, you say, and then you're done?
No, indeed, the best is yet to come.
Really if the device had been initiated in this way, apparently the most suitable, it
could not have worked at all and the irreparable would happen. (?...!)
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